Number Operations
from an
Algebraic
Perspective

A

student teacher whom I was observing in a
ﬁrst-grade classroom was concluding a
lesson on addition in which one of the
addends was 0 and the other, a number up
to 5. After the books and materials had been put
away, she asked the children to hold up their hands if
they could tell her, without counting or using their
ﬁngers, the answer to 4 plus 0. Most hands when up
immediately, and the children agreed that the sum
was 4. She then asked if anyone could predict the
answer to 0 plus 9. After a slight pause, several
children raised their hands, and Josh said it would be
9. Before the teacher could ask him to explain his
answer, Emily called out, “I know what a hundred
plus zero is.” Almost immediately I heard other children yelling in succession and with great excitement,
“I can do a thousand plus zero”; “I know zero plus a
million”; and “A zillion plus zero is still a zillion!”
Algebra is sometimes deﬁned as generalized
arithmetic or as a language for generalizing arithmetic. However, algebra is more than a set of rules
for manipulating symbols; it is a way of thinking.
When the children in the episode described realized
that they could extend an idea beyond concrete algebraic thinking and experienced the power of mathematics. The purpose of this article is to illustrate how
many key algebraic concepts can be informally
developed within the number-and-operations strand
in the primary grades.

Expression and Equations
Children ﬁrst encounter expressions and equations,
often called number sentences, when they learn to
record the results of an addition situation. For example,
if three ducks swimming in a pond are joined by two
other ducks, the symbolic expression 3 + 2 is used to
record the joining action and is a name for the num-

ber of ducks. The equation 3 + 2 = 5 states that 5 is
another name for the total number of ducks. The
equals sign means that 3 + 2 and 5 both name the
same number.
Many children view the equals sign only as an
instruction to compute. This misconception is reinforced early on when they are shown the vertical
computational format for 3 + 2; the bar under the
lower number is a signal to ﬁnd an answer. It is also
true that pressing 3 + 2 = on a calculator results in
the standard form of the number. Therefore, children
need experiences in which they see and write other
types of number sentences, such as 5 = 3 + 2 and 3 +
2 = 4 + 1. To reinforce the concept that a number can
be represented by many different expressions, learners
are asked to name a given number in several different
ways using two or more numbers and one or more
operations. For example, 9 can be named as 4 + 3 + 2
or 2 x 5 - 1. In a related activity, equations are to be
completed so that an expression has at least one
operation on each side of the equals sign. For example, given 7 + 5 as one side of an equation, a student
might write 7 + 5 = 2 x 6 or 7 + 5 = 10 = 5 - 3.

Properties and Conventions
As students study the operations and learn to compute, they encounter properties, which are inherent in
the number system, and conventions, which are
socially agreed on aspects of symbolic language.
Explorations of number property provide valuable
experiences in generalizing in arithmetic. Children
can discover and understand why order does not
matter in adding or multiplying two numbers. For
example, a student might justify 3 x 4 = 4 x 3 by
showing how three groups of four counters can be
transformed into four groups of three and saying that
the two expressions are simply different ways of

representing the same number. Other re-groupings
show that 3 x 4 = 2 x 6 (two sets of six) or 3 x 4 =
12 (the standard-form answer—one 10 and two 1’s).
Learners apply the commutative property when they
compute 3 + 14 by counting on from 14 rather than
3, and 23 x 2 by doubling 23 rather than adding 2
twenty-three times.
Many young learners incorrectly assume that
the commutative property also holds for subtraction
and division. It is not uncommon for children to read
2 - 5 as “5 minus 2” or to read the expression correctly as “2 minus 5” but state that the answer is 3.
When the symbolic representations for these operations are ﬁrst introduced, the question “Does changing the order of the two numbers change the
answer?” needs to be raised for investigation, if not
by the students, then by the teacher. For example,
children can be asked to make up story problems corresponding to 5 - 2 and 2 - 5 and consider whether
these two expressions are equal. It is incorrect to
state that such expressions as 2 - 5 or 2 / 6 “cannot
be undone” Before learning about negative integers
and fractions, many children have seen how a calculator continues to count down past zero and know
from experience that two pizzas can be shared by six
people. Teachers must avoid saying that students
should “always subtract the smaller number from the
bigger number” or “divide the larger number by the
smaller number.”

W

hen students begin adding or multiplying three or more numbers, they ﬁnd
that regardless of the order in which
they perform the computation, the sum
or product is always the same. Children often apply
the associative property when they use thinking
strategies to ﬁgure out basic facts. For example, 8 +5
can be thought of as (8 +2) + 3; and 6 x 8, as 2 x (3
x 8). This principle is also used in a mental-arithmetic strategy for simplifying computations, such as
7 + 4 + 6 + 3 and 57 x 25 x 4, and as a way to check
such computations as these by doing them in two different ways.
When learners attempt to evaluate such expressions as 7 - 5 - 2 and 3 + 2 x 5, they ﬁnd that different answers are possible depending on the order in

which the operations are performed. The issue here is
communication; it is necessary to learn the rules that
other people using mathematics have accepted and
use. Parentheses and order-of-operations conventions
allow us to communicate with others. Note that many
four-function calculators are not programmed for
standard order-of-operation rules but perform operations in the order entered. With such a calculator, 6 +
2 x 3 is computed as (6 +2) x 3 rather than 6 + (2 x
3), where multiplication takes precedence. Chain
computation is also used in the type of classroom
oral mental-arithmetic drill in which the teacher calls
out a sequence of numbers and operations, such as 8
+ 5 - 3 x 7 / 10 = _____.
ne of the most important properties in
arithmetic and algebra is the distributive
law of multiplication over addition. To
explore this idea informally, students with
some knowledge of multiplication can be asked to
ﬁnd how many objects are in the diagram in ﬁgure 1
and to do so in more than one way. By looking at the
arrangement as two groups, students can view the
number of objects as the sum of 3 x 2 and 3 x 4.
From another perspective, three rows of six objects
are found. This relation can be recorded symbolically
using order-of-operation conventions:

O

3 x 2 + 3 x 4 = 3 x (2 + 4) = 3 x 6
The distributive law is often applied as a strategy to
ﬁgure out an unknown multiplication fact using
known facts. For example, 6 x 7 can be thought of as
6 ﬁves plus 6 twos or 5 sevens plus another seven.
Symbolically,
6 x 7 = 6 x (5 + 2) = 6 x 5 + 6 x 2 = 30 + 12.
or
6 x 7 = (5 + 1) x 7 = 5 x 7 + 1 x 7 = 35 + 7

